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Pre-Proposal 

Fiction vs. Reality: Creative Storytelling, Real Sources 

 This program will be allow college students to simultaneously be free to express 
their creative side, practice their writing skills, and learn how to accurately use databases 
to find academically appropriate information. Fiction vs. Reality will allow the use of 
creative writing to supplement formal, academic writing by allowing students to practice 
using academic sources and writing with them in a manner that is unlike most papers they 
will write in college. The instructor will offer a tutorial on how to find appropriate 
sources before allowing the students to work. The students will brainstorm and select a 
topic to write on, find academic sources to support this topic and then write a creative, 
fictional story complete with characters and made up settings that include information 
and facts from their articles and sources. It is my belief that a practice involving creative 
writing will inform their skills in writing formally and also provide more 
stimulation/interest.  
 In a few words: The students will use a scholarly database to find a topic/article 
on a subject they are interested in, and then write a fictional story incorporating that 
information.  

The goal of this program is to allow students to learn how to find academic 
sources and properly use them while practicing writing in a creative manner.  

The audience are students who are enrolled in college, at any year-level.  More 
specifically, students will typically be freshman students between the ages of 18-22 with 
older students that are returning to college being the minority population in the class.  

The format will be a class session that is supplemented by a library event where 
the class(es) will gather to share their stories. 

The technology used will include the library website, databases and Word as 
instructed by library staff. Students will need access to computers and printers within the 
room so that they can participate in the program. 

The stakeholders of this program will be library management and departmental 
instructors who want their students to be able to incorporate academic information into 
their writing. 

The assessment will include a review of the final product, selected sources, 
citations and use of the information within the story. The instructor will also complete a 
general check for grammar and punctuation.  
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Overview of Instruction 
 The goal of Fiction vs. Reality is to encourage students to take interest in and 
learn how to properly integrate their research into their writing, as per the current 
standards of academic writing, such as the latest 2015 versions of APA and MLA. By 
allowing students to practice this skill in a non-traditional manner, they will be able to 
intake the information and learn how to properly transition into and cite material without 
the stress of academic writing attached to it.  

At heart, Fiction vs. Reality will be a 90-minute class session held for 
students/learners who are either entering into college writing or would like to improve 
their writing skills in order to increase their capabilities. The main context for this class 
is to supplement the material and skills required in the college classes that all students 
must participate in which require an element of writing.  

In order to address the need that both students and teacher’s possess in relation to 
creating material that adheres to the expectations of scholarly writing at the University 
level, this program will relate to the foundational skill of information citation and 
integration. Through my experience at the Hillsborough Community College, the current 
state of student knowledge does not contain a functional level of ability in terms of 
citation, as students often plagiarize, improperly cite, make up fake sources, etc. The 
wanted condition of proper, credible citation and integral will be accomplished with the 
Fiction vs. Reality program and it’s associated review and handouts.  

Students will receive a “pre-test” before receiving a brief overview of how to find 
information that is academically sound and how to use this material without plagiarizing 
as well as an explanation of the Fiction vs. Reality program.  Following this, the floor 
will open to questions prior to the students receiving a handout with the task outlined and 
an instructional section of citations that they may keep and use in the future.  
 The Fiction vs. Reality program will require students to access a database to find 
an informative, peer-reviewed article on a subject of the student’s choice. This article will 
then be used and integrated into a short fictional story, which may be as short as one 
paragraph that the student will invent for the purposes of this program. A final 
performance analysis will be completed through an instructors review of the final 
product, focusing specifically on the integration and citation of information from the 
selected article into the fictional story created.  
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The Breakdown 
Entry-skills:  
 The students are expected to have a basic working knowledge of how to create a 
writing product that is complete and follows a logical order. An understanding of logic 
and contradictions is assumed to be a skill already possessed by the student prior to 
working with the Fiction vs. Reality program.  Skills such as listening and an ability to 
read, understand and follow directions are also required and assumed upon entry into the 
classroom.  
 Subordinate skills such as the ability to use a computer and basic understanding 
of the Word interface, the Internet and how to access websites are assumed and required.  
 
Learner Profile & Context Analysis: 
 The intended learner in this situation is a college-level student of any age. The 
only requirement that is present is the wish to improve their skills in citation and 
integration of information in such a way that it will supplement and provide a context to 
their formal writing and classes through this experiment with creative writing.  

Typically, the learners will be students (of any age) that are new to college or are 
re-entering college and will be taking classes of any genre that have an element of 
writing. Students that are returning to college after an extended break, or who are elderly 
and returning, will be granted extra clarification and a review of the steps required if 
necessary and requested. The instructor will offer a span of time for “questions” in which 
this additional review can transpire. Students in early English composition classes, 
History, Psychology, Sociology, Education and many more are the intended learners for 
this program and would benefit the most from a deepened understanding of accepted 
academic citation.  

Students that may have difficulty with this class and material may be individuals 
who are non-traditional college students (between the ages of 30-70) or who have not 
been given an opportunity to work with technology, like computers and the Internet, very 
often. Additionally, students with certain disabilities may have a more difficult time 
understanding the material. In both cases, and since this class is meant to provide 
additional support to all students regarding the subject matter, additional instruction and 
review can/will be given by the teacher to these students and all questions will be 
answered.  
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Student Performance Analysis: (Pre-test + Rubric)  

Student performance will be checked through the use of a pre-test that will ask the 
students a series of questions to gauge what level they were at when they first walked into 
the class. After the students submit their final products, the teacher will review their work 
using a rubric that was pre-constructed to check for basic writing skills and clarity. More 
importantly, however, the rubric and teacher will be looking to see that the student has 
met the goals of the program and have sufficiently integrated their source and cited it 
properly.  
The rational for these performance analysis methods is that the pre-test will allow the 
instructor to see where the class is both as a whole and individually. This will inform the 
extent to which the instructor will explain and review the information, and will also be 
useful to reflect upon once the class is completed in order to make good changes to future 
sessions. The rubric will help the instructor focus on important aspects of the work and 
have a set structure from which to grade on.  
 

Sample Rubric and Pre-test will be found on the following (2) pages. 
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Sample Rubric: 
Content: (30%) 
1 – Student did not follow directions or did not write the paper 
2 -  Student did not use any of the sources 
3 – Student off topic  
4 -  Student wrote an organized paper but it did not follow logically/had many mistakes 
5 – Student write an organized paper with minimal mistakes 
 
Proper Citation: (40%) 
1 – Student plagiarized 
2 – Student did not cite at all  
3 – Student cited incorrectly 
4 – Student completed citations mostly correctly 
5 -  Student placed all citations in the correct place and had no errors 
Grammar: (10%) 
1 – Paper was overwhelmed by grammar mistakes 
2 – Paper had few mistakes 
3 – Paper had little to no mistakes 
Overall Work: (20%) 
1 – Paper did not meet the requirements of the assignments 
2 – Paper met some of the requirements but did not cite correctly 
3 – Paper met the requirements of the assignment 
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Sample Pre-test: 
1) Which website listed below is not an appropriate search method to find peer-

reviewed articles? 
a. JSTOR 
b. Google Scholar 
c. Project Muse 
d. Google 
e. PubMed 

2) When you cite a source or quote, you only need an in-text citation or full citation 
on the references/works cited page – not both. 

a. True 
b. False 

3) Outdated websites and articles cannot be used in a paper because information is 
constantly shifting 

a. True  
b. False 

4) It is acceptable to make up sources if you can’t remember where the information 
came from, but you know it’s correct 

a. True 
b. False 
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Class Performance Analysis:  
In addition to the rubric and immediate review of the final products created by the 

students, a performance analysis will also be conducted after the completion of the class 
by reviewing the performance of the students within their English classes.  
 By checking in with the teachers to analyze if the students are performing 
adequately in regards to the articles they are using and how they are citing information, 
the success of this class will either be validated or invalidated. Information from the 
teachers will also inform any changes that must be made to the curriculum to improve 
future sessions of Fiction vs. Reality.  
 
Plan for Data Collection 
 Data will be collected to identify the level of improvement that this class has 
helped supplement. In order to collect this data, a connection will be established to the 
Professors who have taken part in the Fiction vs. Reality program with their classes. 
Information about the student’s grades and, more specifically, their ability to integrate 
and cite information correctly will be gathered. Improvements to the class will be made 
accordingly.  
 
Budget:  
 The budget for this class session is broken down with the following estimates: 

• $30 : Paper products (pre-test, handouts and printed stories) 
• $0    : Classroom rental 
• $50  : Instructor time  

Total = 80$ 
 

Instructional Media:  
 For the purposes of this class, a handout will be created and given to the students. 
They will be able to keep this handout for their reference once they leave the class 
session. Additionally, PowerPoint may be used to aid in teaching the material. 
 
Potential Setting/Environment Side Effects:  
 The setting of this class session is assumed to take place inside of a free 
classroom space within the library or English building. This space was selected to ensure 
that students would be able to attend the class meeting without having to relocate to a 
different area in town. Using a library room or room within the English building will 
allow students to access the internet and use computers as well as printing services. 
 One constraint and environmental factor that must be taken into account is that 
the room used must contain computers and nearby access to a printer. To prepare for this, 
a computer lab room within the library should be preferred over a room in the English 
building.  
 Scheduling must take place within the department to find a time where students 
are most available. Using an estimate of popular class routines, a Monday or Wednesday 
would most likely be the best time for this class to take place. Morning or mid-day 
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scheduling would also be preferred in order to make it accessible to students who work or 
have other classes scheduled during that day.  
 Resource requirements include access to the internet, computers in the room and 
access to a working printing system. If these resources are not available in the class 
environment, the success of this class will be heavily impacted.  
 
Recommended Instructional Strategies: 
 Instructors should aim to teach using inquiry-based learning techniques where the 
classroom becomes student-centered in order to provide the best level of information and 
help the students acquire the intended skills of citing and integrating information.  
 The instructor will be a facilitator to the information, in which the student is 
guided through the process of locating appropriate sources and finding the proper way to 
cite them in their writing. To foster this, students will be allowed to explore the web and 
university system on their own using the internet and computers before referring back to 
the instructor.  
 Instructors should also integrate aspects of the personal model into the teaching, 
which will allow the students to get insight into the process of finding and citing 
information that is appropriate through their observations.  
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Class	Strategies,	Logistics	and	Management	
	

Fiction	vs.	Reality	
	

• 90	minute	class	session.	
	

• Teacher	will	present	10	question	assessment	asking	students	questions	
relating	to	databases	+	citations	

• Teacher	will	present	slideshow	reviewing	how	to	determine	if	a	source	is	
academically	appropriate,	access	a	database	through	the	university	website,	
how	to	properly	search	(Boolean),	and	how	to	cite	properly.	

• Teacher	will	receive	questions	from	students	
	

• Teacher	will	hand	out	a	packet	with	a	copy	of	the	previous	info,	citation	
“cheat	sheet”	and	review	the	Fiction	vs.	Reality	creative	task		

§ Teacher	will	review	example	
• Students	will	work	for	30	minutes	
• Students	will	hand	in	work,	keeping	the	original	packet	of	information	

	
	

• Teacher	will	review	outcomes	&	go	through	select	pieces	with	class	
§ &	how	this	practice	relates	to	writing	academic	papers	in	

classes	
• Final	Q	&	A	with	students	
• Dismissal	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

30	
minutes	

30	
minutes	

30	
minutes	
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Instruction	Materials:	
	

A	sample	of	the	handout	will	be	found	on	the	next	(5)	pages	
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Fiction vs. Reality: 
Learning How to Cite 

 
Directions:  

• Brainstorm and select a subject that you are interested in 
• Use the library website to access a database  
• Use this database to locate an article on the subject you’ve 

selected (ie: Using PubMed to find articles on Schizophrenia)  
• Write a fictional short story (2 paragraphs minimum) that uses the 

information in the article to inform your story. 
• Use in-text citations to cite the article-based information you’ve 

used in your story using APA or MLA format.  
• Create a “references” or “works cited” section to cite the article 
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MLA Works Cited: 
[Make sure that each entry in your Works Cited page is alphabetized and has a hanging indent if more than 

one line] 
Single Author Printed Book: 

Author’s Last name, First name. Title of Book Italicized. City of Publication: Publisher, 
Year Published. Print. 

Gleick, James. Making a New Science. New York: Penguin, 1987. Print.  
 

Book with Multiple Authors: 
Author’s Last name, First name, and First name and Last name of second author. Title of 

BookItalicized. City of Publication: Publisher, Year Published. Print. 
 
Gillespie, Paula, and Neal Lerner. The Allyn and Bacon Guide to Peer Tutoring. Boston: 

Allyn, 2000.Print. 
 

Chapter from Textbook/Anthology: 
Author’s Last name, First name. "Title of essay or chapter in quotes." Title of 

Collection/Book italicized. Ed. Editor's Name(s). City of Publication: Publisher, 
Year. Page range of entry. Print. 

Harris, Muriel. "Talk to Me: Engaging Reluctant Writers." A Tutor's Guide: Helping 
Writers One to One. Ed. Ben Rafoth. Portsmouth: Heinemann, 2000. 24-34. Print. 

 
E-Books: 

Author’s Last name, First name. Title italicized. City of publication: Publisher, Year. 
Name of website/database Italicized. Web. Day Month Year you accessed the 
book. 

Sennet, Richard, and Jonathan Cobb. The Hidden Injuries of Class. New York: Vintage, 
1973. Ebrary. Web. 29 Sept. 2012. 

 
Article from an Online Database: 

Author’s Last name, First name. “Title of Article.” Title of Journal. Volume. Issue 
(Year): Pages. Name of Database italicized. Web. Day Month Year you accessed 
the article. 

Smith, Mark. “Use of Online Lecture Notes.” History and Education 43.5 (2004): 309-
21. JSTOR. Web. 22 July 2012.  

 
Webpage: 

Author’s Last name, First name if available. “Title of webpage” Name of Site Italicized. 
Name of website host, Day Month Year of resource creation. Web. Day Month 
year you accessed the page.  

No author: 
"How to Make Vegetarian Chili." eHow. Demand Media, n.d. Web. 24 Feb. 2009. 
 
With author’s name: 
Steven, Howard. "How to Make Vegetarian Chili." eHow. Demand Media, n.d. Web. 24 

Feb. 2009. 
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MLA In-Text Citations: 
Single Author 

According to some experts, Marx sometimes confused himself by using “class in two 
different ways” (Calvert 11). 
 

Two Authors 
Based on a recent poll, “80% of people who travel abroad are 100% more likely to have a 
fantastic time than those who stay home and do laundry” (Philipson and Sennett 11). 
 

Four or more authors 
While many critics bemoan Scotland’s decision to make the unicorn its national animal, 
other countries such as New Zealand simply pout over the fact that “they did not choose a 
mighty and mythical creature” (Calvert et al. 11) as well.  
 

Anonymous or Unknown Author 
An anonymous source claimed Rodger Federer can attribute his success to sleeping in his 
tennis shoes every night before a big match (“Tennis Secrets from GOATs” 104). 
 

Multiple Works by the Same Author: 
Author’s name is mentioned: 
Obama has argued that his invasion was a bad idea (“Too Soon” 42), though he has 
acknowledged elsewhere that it led to much good (“A Stronger Country” 13). 
Author’s name is not mentioned: 
Photography, because it is both science and art, seems to be “a bridge discipline” 
(Barthes, “Of Loss and Cameras” 45) despite some critics arguing that it is “strictly a 
creative process” (Barthes, “The Science of Photography” 10). 
 

Indirect Source 
Jones claims that runners who “ran to Justin Bieber techno-jazz remixes usually stopped 
running after a few months” (qtd. in West 24). 
 

Source with No Page Numbers (Website, lyrics, etc.) 
Author is listed: 
According to Danish pop duo Junior Senior, “don't, don't, don't, don't stop the beat” 
(“Move Your Feet”). 
No Author or Anonymous Author: 
An anonymous source claimed that “the Iraq invasion was a bad idea from the beginning” 
(“Bush Cannot Win”). 
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APA Reference Page 
*Always remember to alphabetize and use a hanging indentation on any citation longer than one 

line. 

Online Books: 
Author’s Last Name, First initial. (Year of publication). Title of book italicized. Retrieved 

from URL of full text e-book or distributor’s homepage 
Austen, J. (1913). Pride and prejudice. Retrieved from 

http://www.gutenburg.org/etext/1342 
Article from a Database: 

Author’s Last name, First Initial. (Year). Title of article. Title of Journal italicized, 
Volume number italicized (issue number), Page numbers. Retrieved from URL of 
journal’s homepage.  

Mershon, D.H. (1998, Nov.). Star Trek on the brain: Alien minds, human minds. 
American Scientist, 86(6), 585. Retrieved from 
http://www.americanheritage.com/content  

Online Newspaper Article: 
Author’s Last name, First initial. (Year, Month and Day of publication). Title of Article. 

Title of Newspaper italicized. Retrieved from URL to the newspaper’s homepage. 
Oppenheimer, L. (2008, July 14). Fewer golfers hear Tiger’s roar. The Oregonian. 

Retrieved from http://www.oregonlive.com/oregonian/ 
Web Page: 

Person or website that published article. (Year published or updated). Title of web page 
italicized. Retrieved from URL 

Webpage with date and author:  
Boyd, V. (2012). About Zora Neale Hurston. Retrieved from 

http://zoranealehurston.com/about/ 
Webpage with no author: 
Person or organization that published article. (Year published or updated). Title of web page 

italicized. Retrieved from URL 

* Start with title of webpage if there is no author and use “(n.d)” if there is no date on the 
webpage 

	
About Zora Neale Hurston. (2015). Retrieved from http://zoranealehurston.com/about/ 
 

Website/Pamphlet from Official Source: 

Author/Agency. Title, edition, statement italicized. Place of publication: Publisher, Date. 

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. Home safety tips: you can keep your baby 
safe. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1995. 
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APA In-Text Citations 
*Remember: If you are quoting in your sentence, use (p.#) at the end, followed by a 

period. 
 

Single Author Sources: 
If the author is not mentioned in the sentence: 
One scholar argued that it is impossible to measure social class (Calvert, 1982). 
 
If the author is mentioned in the sentence: 
Flower (1993) notes that “Tenderness for Nabokov designates a kind of transparency of 
the self” (p.578). 
 

Two Author Sources: 
If author is not mentioned in the sentence: 
A well-known study argued that social class is rapidly becoming obsolete (Calvert & Liu, 
1987). 
 
If author is mentioned in the sentence: 
Calvert and Liu (1987) argued that “social class is rapidly becoming obsolete” (p.67). 
 

Website/pamphlet from official source: 
If author is not mentioned in the sentence: 

According to studies, sleeping in a bed with your baby is dangerous (FDA, 1995). 

If author is mentioned in the sentence: 

According to studies by the FDA (1995), sleeping in a bed with your baby is dangerous. 

Website with no author: 
If author is not mentioned in the sentence: 
Zora Neale Huston was born	on	Jan.	7,	1891	(“About Zora Neale Hurston”). 
 
If author is mentioned in the sentence: 
As the website ZoraNealeHurston.com states, Hurston was born on January 7th, 1891 
(2015). 
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Revisions	Completed:		

• Changed	from	2	class	sessions	to	a	single	90-minute	session	in	order	to	
ensure	that	students	will	not	have	to	bear	the	responsibility	of	arriving	to	
two	classes	rather	than	one.	Since	the	same	material	can	be	covered	in	a	
single	class	period	that	is	condensed,	this	will	prove	beneficial	to	maintaining	
reasonable	costs,	work	expenditure	and	student	involvement.	
	

• Updated	terminology	to	be	more	reflective	of	the	specific	aspects	of	the	
program	in	order	to	better	portray	the	goals	and	details	of	the	Fiction	vs.	
Reality	program.		
	

• Made	appropriate	changes	to	the	spacing	and	font	of	the	program	curriculum	
for	easier	reading	access.	
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Reflection	
	
Taking	the	time	to	foster	this	project	from	a	simple	brainstorming	session	to	

the	finalized	outcome	has	made	it	apparent	to	me	that	a	deeply	instilled	level	of	care	
must	be	present	within	an	individual	to	be	able	to	be	an	instructor	that	provides	
students	in-depth	education.	I	understood	from	the	beginning	the	running	a	
classroom	is	not	something	that	one	does	without	careful	preparation;	I	believed	
that	a	teacher	outlines	what	they	wish	to	teach	according	to	the	school	curriculum	
then	selects	readings	and	homework	assignments	to	fit	into	a	semester’s	schedule.	
However,	that	level	of	“quick”	planning	pales	in	comparison	to	the	work	that	goes	
into	understanding	the	learner,	trying	to	predict	all	aspects	of	the	environment	and	
account	for	each	nuance	in	terms	of	how	this	will	affect	the	learner	and	the	
information	that	is	being	taught.		

To	take	a	basic	concept	such	as	teaching	college	students	how	to	properly	use	
academic	sources	in	their	paper	and	try	to	create	a	program	around	that	is	a	process	
that	takes	a	lot	of	care.	Due	to	my	work	as	a	writing	tutor	in	various	colleges	around	
the	Tampa	area,	I	knew	many	students	faced	hardships	with	their	sources	
regardless	of	their	attending	a	state	university	or	community	college.	I	wanted	to	
create	a	program	that	would	allow	these	students	to	learn	these	skills,	which	they	
would	continue	to	use	for	their	success	in	college,	without	the	pressure	of	
traditional	academic	writing.	Coming	up	with	the	idea	for	Fiction	vs.	Reality	meant	
that	students	would	be	able	to	learn	how	to	find,	integrate	and	cite	sources	into	
their	papers	in	a	creative	manner	while	also	exercising	their	writing	skills.	It’s	my	
belief	that	creative	writing	informs	skills	in	academic	writing,	so	such	a	program	
meant	that	many	aspects	of	college	writing	could	be	touched	upon	without	the	
student	feeling	weighed	down	by	academia.		

The	level	of	detail	needed	to	create	a	functional	curriculum	is	something	that	
this	project	has	drawn	my	attention	to.	Each	section	that	I	created	was	carefully	
reflected	on	to	mimic	the	real-life	situation	of	a	curriculum	presentation,	in	which	
my	stakeholders	would	want	to	know	each	aspect	of	my	project	and	how	it	related	
to	the	school,	the	students	and	my	goals.	Overall,	this	project	was	one	of	the	most	
profound	assignments	of	my	LIS	studies	thus	far	due	to	its	direct	relation	to	my	
future	goals	of	being	an	academic	librarian	that	offers	classes	to	students.		


